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Data-driven Creativity
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*Source: Internal data. Numbers have been rounded. For exact figures and methodology, check appendix in this document.

Add to notes: impact on account, strategy, creative. Why is this important.

PROPRIETARY

300 STUDIES
5 FOCUS AREAS

CONFIDENTIAL &

41,000 RESPONSES
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Maximize impact with a combination
of brand- and creator-led content
While both brand-led and creator-led content work well on
PROPRIETARY

their own, using them together maximizes impact.

2.8x
2.7x

ECAL
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2.6x

+2% pts

vs.

vs.

brand or
creator-led

AD R

brand-led
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+2% pts

IPSOS
NORM

BRANDLED

CREATOR
LED*

CREATOR
& BRAND
LED

Pantene: brand content

Pantene: creator content
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*Working with local creators performs even better.
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The impact of creator-led content was
particularly high in Beauty and Personal Care
PROPRIETARY

Presence of creators in these campaigns helped driving not only ad recall, but also purchase intent.

+10% pts
in Ad Recall
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When creator-led is used
instead of brand-led*

+3% pts in
Purchase Intent
Pantene Primer: creator content

Garnier Face Mask: creator content
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*Working with local creators performs even better.

Creators interacting with the product is key

PROPRIETARY

Improve ad memorability by having creators provide product information (e.g. tutorials, reasons to purchase)

+4% pts in

CONFIDENTIAL &

Ad Recall
When the creative provides product
information vs. no information

+10% pts in
Brand Linkage
Pantene Primer: creator content

Garnier Face Mask: creator content
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Difference

HIGH

Beauty &
Personal Care

+10%

Retail & E-Com

+5%

Tourism

+4%

F&B

+3%

CONFIDENTIAL &

IMPACT ON AD RECALL

PROPRIETARY

Creator impact is much higher in certain categories

LOW
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*Other categories not included due to having a low base.

Defining sound on TikTok

CONFIDENTIAL &

PROPRIETARY

Almost all TikTok ads include music in some form or another.

NO SONG | NO VO

EXISTING SONG

EXISTING SONG + VO

CUSTOM SONG

May or may not include music,
but do not include any VO or
any song.

Well-known song not specifically
made for the campaign.

Narration in the background, not
accompanied by an image of
the speaker.

Song that did not exist before
and was made specifically for
the ad
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*Working with local creators performs even better.

Always include a song; combine with a VO for more impact

58%

NORMS NORMS

NO SONG | NO VO

39%

NO SONG | NO VO

50%

60%

EXISTING SONG | NO VO

EXISTING SONG | NO VO

60%

CUSTOM SONG | NO VO

CUSTOM SONG | NO VO

63%

ANY SONG | VO

63%

EXISTING SONG | VO

EXISTING SONG | VO

63%

CUSTOM SONG | VO

CUSTOM SONG | VO

AD RECALL
Maximize memorability by combining any song with a voice over

ANY SONG | VO

43%
60%
57%
54%
62%
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23%
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While both brand-led and creator-led content work well on their own, using them together maximizes impact.

BRAND LINKAGE
Build stronger brand links with custom songs
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*Working with local creators performs even better.

Defining characters on TikTok
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Adding a human or animated character to your content is essential.

VISUALS

CHARACTER: HUMAN

CHARACTER: ANIMATED

FAMILY SET-UP

Ads that include visuals or
graphics (i.e., no presence of
human element or character)

Ad with a human presence

Ad that includes an animated

Family-oriented campaign
featuring a family setting or
scenario

character
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Include a Character to drive Ad Memorability
Creative that includes characters, whether animated or actual person, deliver stronger brand impact than that with no

PROPRIETARY

characters.

+8% pts
in Ad Recall

CONFIDENTIAL &

When characters are used instead of
visuals only

+9% pts
in Ad Recall
When humans are used vs.
animated characters

Nice One: using visuals only.
No characters

Nescafé: featuring a character
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The impact of using characters was
particularly high in Retail
PROPRIETARY

Presence of characters in these campaigns helped drive both ad recall and brand linkage.

+7% pts
in Ad Recall
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When characters are used instead of
visuals only.

+20% pts
in Brand Linkage
Pottery Barn Kids: visuals only

Sun & Sand Sports:
content with characters
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PROPRIETARY

Include 3-5 brand cues and inject your
branding elements early

-17% pts
in Brand Linkage

CONFIDENTIAL &

When branding is left to the end
vs. start or middle

+14% pts
in Brand Linkage
When3-5 brand cues are used
vs. <3 or >5

Du: brand cue appears in the
middle

Nokia: 3 brand cues including product,
sonic, and logo
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*Brand cues include logo, products, sonic branding, brand ambassadors, etc.

Showcase your product offer or claim

PROPRIETARY

Amplify both ad recall and brand linkage by highlighting the product offer or claim

+3% pts in

CONFIDENTIAL &

Ad Recall
When including the product offer/claim
vs. no product offer/claim

+9% pts in
Brand Linkage
Cheeto’s: 10% bigger

Clorox: Kills 99.9% of viruses & bacteria
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Showcasing the product offer or claim
drove lower funnel metrics in F&B and
Household verticals
Presence of creators in these campaigns helped driving not only ad recall,
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but also purchase intent.

+3% pts

+4% pts in

in Purchase Intent

Recommendation

When the product benefit/claim is shown vs. no product benefit/claim

Dettol: 3x Power
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Appendix:
Highlights, Methodology &
Background
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Meta-analysis data
points to drive creative
best practice

Two example ads that
included the creative elements
being discussed on the slide
Data points on the left are
aggregated, meta-outcome,
and do not pertain to the
examples included on the
slide

CONFIDENTIAL &

Creative best practice based on metaanalysis

PROPRIETARY

How to read/Format of Upcoming Slides
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Drive 2% Points uplift
in Ad Recall by using
Creator-led content instead
Brand-led content.
Drive 4%

Points uplift
in Ad Recall and 12%
Points uplift in Brand
Linkage by using both
instead of using them
individually.

Let creators
interact with the
product.

Include a Song
in the ad;
combine Songs
with Voiceovers.

Include a
Character to
drive Ad
Memorability.

Don’t leave
Branding until
the End; include
3 to 5 Brand
Cues.

Showcase the
Product Offer,
Claim.

Providing product
information such as tutorials
or providing reasons to

Using songs generate 2%

Drive 8% Points uplift
in Ad Recall by including a
character, whether it is
animated or actual person.

There is 17%

Highlighting the product
offer, claim amplifies both Ad
Recall and Brand Linkage,

purchase generates 4%

Points uplift in Ad
Recall and 10% Points
uplift in Brand Linkage.

Points uplift in Ad
Recall, when compared to
ads with no song.
Moreover, using songs with
voice-over to highlight
product messaging
generates 3%

Points

Points

decrease in Brand
Linkage, when branding is
left until the end.
Drive 17%

CONFIDENTIAL &

Use both Brandled and Creatorled content for
the maximum
impact.

PROPRIETARY

Creative Best Practices to Drive Brand Impact

by 3% Points and by
9% Points, respectively.

Points

uplift in Brand Linkage by
using 3-5 Brand Cues.

uplift in Ad Recall.
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METHODOLOGY

SAMPLE

TikTok commissioned IPSOS
to Brand Lift Studies in the
METAP region between
September 2020 and August
2021

Control and Exposed
research design was used
so that the differences
between two groups can be
attributed to TikTok media
exposure as other factors
were held constant

296 Brand Lift Studies

After conducting 296
studies, TikTok Marketing
Science and IPSOS
partnered on a metaanalysis to provide datadriven best practices on
creative elements

CONTROL GROUP
Didn’t see any sponsored
content of the campaign

EXPOSED GROUP

Exposed: 25,848 People
Control: 15,447 People

1 Year
Sep’20 – Aug’21

Top Verticals
F&B: 75 Studies
Personal Care & Beauty: 54 Studies
Retail & E-Com: 36 Studies

CONFIDENTIAL &

APPROACH

PROPRIETARY

Analysis Methodology

Markets
KSA, UAE, TR, EGY, MOR, SA,
PAK, OMA, BAH, QAT

Saw sponsored content of the
campaign
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Analysis Timeline

TikTok and IPSOS
started partnering on
Brand Lift Studies

Sept
2021

TikTok Marketing
Science and IPSOS
kick-off the
meta-analysis
discussion

Oct
2021

Nov
2021

The manual coding
process included
creators, sound &
voiceover, visual &
human elements etc.

Discussion of the
analysis and findings

CONFIDENTIAL &

Sept
2020

PROPRIETARY

IPSOS manually
coded over 1,100
creative assets from
296 Brand Lift
Studies
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TikTok vs. IPSOS Norms

Ad Recall

2.6x

Brand Linkage

1.5x

Awareness

2.6x

Familiarity

3.7x

Purchase Intent

4.2x

Recommendation

4.9x

Uncovering creative insights
and applying creative best
practices can amplify brand
impact even further.

CONFIDENTIAL &

KPI*

TikTok studies delivered well
above IPSOS norms across
brand KPIs.

PROPRIETARY

Analysis Background
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*For Ad Recall and Brand Linkage, % of Respondents were compared against IPSOS Norms, while for Awareness, Familiarity, Purchase Intent, and Recommendation, uplifts were compared against IPSOS Norms.

6 tips for impactful creative
01

Maximize impact by combining brandand creator-led content

While both brand-and creator-led work well alone, using optimizes impact.
2.8x

02

Let creators showcase and interact
with the product

Improve ad memorability by having creators provide product information (e.g.
tutorials, reasons to purchase).

2.7x

+2%

+2% pts

ECAL
L

2.6x

+2% pts

brand or

brand-led

creator-led

+4%

in Ad
Recall

points

AD R

information

+10%

in Brand
Linkage

CREATOR-

CREATOR&

NORM

LED

LED*

BRAND LED

in Ad
Recall

When VO is added to a song
vs. a song without VO.

+3%

in Brand
Linkage

When custom song and VO are used
instead of existing song and VO

points

vs. no information

+8%

points
BRAND-

When any song is used
vs no song

When the creative
provides product

IPSOS

in Ad
Recall

points

vs.

vs.

03

Always include a song; combine with a
VO for more impact

points

*Local creators work even better.
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Drive ad memorability by including
a character

Creative assets that include characters, whether animated or actual person, deliver
stronger brand impact than that of with no characters.

+8%

When any character is used

in Ad
Recall

instead of visuals only.

points
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Bring in your branding elements
before the end

Find the sweet spot of 3-5 brand cues* in your creative.

06

Showcase your product offer, product
benefits and/or claims

Amplify both ad recall and brand linkage by highlighting the product offer or claim

When branding is at the end

-17%

in Ad
Recall

instead of the beginning or
middle

points

+3%

in Ad
Recall

points

When the product
benefit or claim is shown
vs. no product benefit or

+9%

in Brand
Linkage

When human characters are
used vs. animated characters.

+14%

in Brand
Linkage

When 3 - 5 brand cues are used
vs. less than 3 or more than 5

points

points

*Brand cues include logo, product itself, sonic cues, jingles, brand ambassadors etc.
296 Brand Lift Studies

|

40K respondents

|

Analysis period: SEP 2020 - AUG 2021

+9%
points

in Brand
Linkage

claim.

